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I. Introduction 

In the remote areas among the mountains of southern China, especially near Jui-chin 
~~i~i~ where the Chinese Communist Party established its first soviet government in 1931, it 

began conspicuous, during the middle of the T'ang period (~~, 618-907), that a number of 
fugitives from many localities built some mountain forts or settled down in caves,1 For ex-
ample Yu ch I hsren ;t~~~* l~i; was founded m 740 by coordinatmg some deep and large caves 
in which about one thousand refugee families from various places, Ied by a man named Kao 
Fu ~~;t~:, had settled down.2 The neighboring perfecture of T'ing-chou ~rl'l'l was also founded 

m like manner but afterwards rt remamed a den of mountam band ts Another example is 
Tai-p'ing hsien ;!~'~F~}~fi founded in 752, where there were many delinquent households and 
rebel groups in steep mountains and deep caves after the rebellion of An Lu-shan ~~,~T~~LIJ in 
755 . 4 

The appearance of these refugee settlements in southern China was a part of the move-
ment of population all over the country. In China, population movements were strictly 
restricted by successive dynasties in ancient times, and all people were registered in their 
native localities as their permanent domiciles. But, in 780, when the two-tax system (liang-
shui fa ~j~i~!~) was established, the discrimination between native families and settledivagrants 

was removed in matters of taxation and registration.5 The vagrants and migrants had for-
merly existed as illegal unregistered squatters, but since the establishment of the two-tax 
system, they became officially registered 'settler households' called k'o-hu ~:~f, and were 
legalized as well as the native households called t'u-hu ~is or chu-hu E~~~.6 

As to the social substance of k'o-hu, many scholars have considered it only to be the 
tenant-farmers on great estates.7 However, recent research has made it clear that, among 

*'- Lecturer (K~sla) of Chinese History. 
l See Manabu Nakagawa ~~Jll~~~F, 'T~;-matsu Ry~-sho Kanan no kyakko to Hakka Ro-shi ~~~~;~l~~~=F~i~ 

q)~:~i~ ~:~~~~~:', Sllakai-keizd-sht~aku ~~~~~~~i5~:~~.~' Vol. 33, No. 5, 1967, and historical records men-
tioned below. 

2 T'ailp'ing huan-yii chi ~~~p~~f~~~, 100. 
3 Ibid, 102 and 'ru-shih fanglyi~ chiiyao ~:j~~~~~~E~~, 98. 
4 T'ailp'ing huanlyii chi, 103. Chiu T'ang shu ~:~:~~=.*, 41, and Hsin T'ang shu ~f~:j~:, 40. 
5 See Shigeshi Kat5 ~n~~~, Shi,ta keizaishi gdsetsu ~~~~~~~f~~~~;~~ (Tokyo, 1944), p. 12. 
6 Ibid. 

7 See S. Kato, 'To-S5 iidai no sh~en no soshiki narabini sono shnraku toshite no hattatsu ni tsukite 
~~~i~~~fl~eD~~~lq)~i~i{~i~~c~,(O~:~~ UC~)~i~~~c~t~C', first published in 1928, and reprinted in the 
author's Shina keizaishi k6sh~ ~~~I~~~~~j~t~~~. Vol. I (Tokyo, 1952), pp. _~)08-60, and Shun Suzuki ~~lA'~. 
~~, 'Ubun Yu no kakko ni tsuite ~f~~~l!q)j~~i~cO~'IC', in ~Vada Hakase kanreki kinen to~y~shi ,10ns~ 
~1B3f~:~;~~:;~.~~i~!~:~;~~~~~~i~~ (Tokyo, 1951), pp. 3-99-44. 
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k'o-hu, there were not only tenant-farmers called tien-hu f~I~~, tien-k'o f~~:, tien-chia rf~~~, 

chuang-k'o ~~~~:, chuang-hu ~~:~~, or simply k'o ~:, but also hired agricultural laborers on 
great estates,B and, especially under the Sung ~j~ dynasty, the tax-exempt landholding peas-
ants.9 In order to gain a more clear and firm conception of k'o-hu, we must not forget 
that the term k'o-hu in historical records was used mainly as the legal term for the purpose 
of census registration or tax collection, because the historical records available for our studies 

were written and edited from the viewpoint of state administrators.lo Therefore, in using 
the term k'o-hu, we must make a sharp distinction between its administrative meaning and 

its actual meaning,ll 
From the viewpoint of census registration and tax collection by the state power, what 

comes into question is that k'o-hu in general was to be burdened with some new kind of 
taxes in a new way. So, at first from this point of view of fiscal administration, I will in-
vestigate the policy of re-registration of population carried out by I~i-wen Jung ~f~C"~i~ in 
724, and try to throw light on the changing process of the principle of taxation from tsu-
yung-tiao fa ~L~~~1i~~ of the early T'ang to liang-shui fa of the later T'ang.12 Next, from 
the vie~\'point of the social substance of k'o-hu, what becomes an issue is that k'o-hu took 
various forms of existence so as to pay or evade the taxes or to resist the state rule. From 
this point of view of social history, I will briefly summarize in this paper some results of my 

studies on k'o-hu as landholding peasant settler households, hired laborers in agriculture or 
public works, merchants and such rebel vagrant groups as stated above.13 

II. The Re-registration Policy 

Some scholars have considered that the policy of re-registration of population carried out 

by Yu-wen Jung, in the reign of Hsiian-tsung ~;~~, developmentally inherited the proposal 

8 See Yoshiyuki Sud5 ~~J~~~~f~i, 'S~-dai no denko, denboku, y~inin-sei ~~f~:~)f~I~i'f~I~i~•~~A~il', in his 
Chu~goku tochi-seido-shi kenky~ +~I~~~~[j~;~~~I~TS~ (Tokyo, 1955), pp. 605-726. 

9 See Setsuko Yanagida ~ED!I~f:~, 'S~-dai no kyakko ni tsuite ~f~f~:q)~:F1~'~l~c~~'C', Shl~aku-zasshi ~~ 

'~~*~~1~~~..F,1;" Vo]. 68, No. 4, 1959. 

ro This is one of the key problems for understanding Chinese history. See Tatsuo Masubuchi ~~~~1~~ 
~~, 'Characteristics of the unified state of Ch'in and Han (b)', in Rapports 11 Histoire des Continents, 
Comit~ international des sciences historiques, XII' Congr~s International des Sciences Historiques, Wien, 

Verlag Ferdinand Berger & S~hne (1965), Introduction. 
ll The necessity for making such distinction has been emphasized by Yasushi Kusano ~~~~~;~*~! ' 'So-dai 

no shuko, kyakko, denko ~~~~fl~~)~E~i'~:~t.{FI~i', Toy~ gakuho ~:~,~~;~~, Vol. 46, Nos. I & 2, 1963, and 
M. Nakagawa, 'To, S~ no kyakko ni kansuru shokenkyo ~f'~:c;)~:F~~c~~lt~)~~~T~~:', To~y~ gakuh5. Vol. 

46, No. 2, 1963. 
12 See M. Nakagawa, 'Soy~cho-hi5 kara ry~zei-h~ eno tenkan'ki ni okeru seidoteki-kyakko no sozei-fu-

tan ~L~~i~~~i~~~> ~)~~l~i~!~'\q)~~;~~~]?c~~~k~~)~[J~~~~~:jsq)~E:~i~~;~f', A~eizal~aku-kenkya ~:~:?~~~f~~, 10, Hi-

totsubashi Univ.. 1966. 
13 See M. Nakagawa, 'To-dai no kyakko ni yoru t~;kiden no hoyCi ~ff~:(D~:~f~cJ; ~)~~~~EEI~~i~7~', The 

Hitotsubashi Review -~~~~i~~. Vol. 53, No. 1, 1965, 'To-dai no ryu~y~ ni tsuite ~~f~:cD ri~~~~J ~Cr)L'IC', 
Toy~shi-kenkyO, Vol. 26, No. 2, 1967, and 'To.dai ni okeru shogy5-hatten no ichi-sokumen ~:f~tC::}~~t~~ 

~i~~~;~~:q)-~.:I~i, The Hitotsubashi Review, Vol. 59, No. 3, 1968, etc. 
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brought forward in 695 by Li Chiao ~~~~~ to Empress Wu ~'1~t~~,14 Indeed, Li Chiao's pro-
posal had a deep effect on the later policy of Yu-wen Jung, but in practice we can find a 
subtle difference between them as fol]ows. 

Li Chiao proposed four methods for keeping people registered.]5 
The first method was to lay prohibition on people's escaping from their domicile. In 

order to prevent all residents from escaping, they had to be organized in the neighborhood 
association of mutual surveillance. If anyone did escape and not come back, the neighboring 
members of the same association had to inform the local government against the fugitive. 

The second method was to grant a favor to fugitives avoiding military services and de-
linquent runaways, in such a way as to exempt them from re-enrolling or collecting their 
taxes in arrears, to allow the poor fugitives necessary money and food for returning home, 
and to help them in reviving their devastated farm lands. It may be said that the purpose 
of this method was to promote the repatriation and rehabilitation of runaway households. 

The third method was to increase in the aggregate the number of the registered popu-
lation all over the country by drawing a distinction between the rich and the poor among 
the runaway households that desired to settle at the place of refuge, in such a way as to 
rehabilitate the rich refugees by sending them back to their home addresses, and to permit 
the poor refugees to settle and have their names entered in the family register at their tem-
porary residence. This method was characterized by the name of the policy of maintaining 
the equilibrium (ch'iian-heng f~:~f) of the registered population. 

Th~ fourth method was to allow refugees to give themselves up to the local governments 
within a certain time limit, and if they would not, to force them to migrate to remote districts. 

Now, I will try to trace how these four methods proposed by Li Chiao were inherited 
by Yti-wen Jung and, in the course of time, how the priority of one method over another 
was changed. The conclusion is that the repatriation and rehabilitation of runaway house-
holds was primarily enforced during the period of Empress Wu when Li Chiao made the 
proposal, while, in the reign of Hstian-tsung, Yil-wen Jung followed the policy of maintain-
ing the equilibrium of registered population by permitting the settlement of poor fugitives at 
their temporary residence of refuge. We must remember that, between the two periods, the 
epoch-making change both in the conscription system and in the regulation of migration oc-
curred. Before 719, inhabitants in the capital district and in the military areas were strictly 
prohibited from migrating to other places, but afterwards, until 737, the restriction was re-
laxed to promote the migration from the restricted localities suffering from comparative over-
population (hsia-hsiang ~~~Ii) to the sparse]y populated localities (k'uan-hsiang ~~~~).16 It was 

the result of the break-down of the militia system during the first decade of the reign of 
Hsuan-tsung that the militias (fu-ping ~f_Js~._) were gradually replaced by professional soldiers 

14 See Zehaku Tamai EE~i=.L•'~+f~~~is, 'To-jidai no shakaishiteki-k5satsu ~:R{!'jf~~)~~~~5~:~~J~~;~', in his Shina 
shakca-keizai-shi kenkya ~~:~~~L~~i~~~f~~~~f~~ (Tokyo, 1942), Fumio Okazaki ~lW~i5C~~. 'Ubun Yu no kakko-

seisaku ni tsuite f~~C~I{~)~S~s~~~~:i'~LOv•1C'. Shinagaku, Vol. 5, No. 2, 1939. Shun Suzuki, Ioc. ctt., and 
T'ang Chang-ju ~~~:~~, 'Kuan yti Wu Ts~-t'ien t'ung-chih mo-nien t~ fu-t'ao-hu ~~fi;~.~.U~~:~~~?~~F~~~~ 
~~~~'. Li-shih Yen-chiu, 6, 1961. 

15 "ang hui-yao ~:~~~~, 85, T'ao-hu, and Ch'iian T'a'lg wen ~:~~~, 246, Li Chiao's 'Ch'ing ling 
yti-shih chien'chiao hu-k'ou piao "=[~A~~il~il~~~:~i p~~'. 

16 See M. Nakagawa, 'To-dai ni okeru kakko jikke-hoshiki no henka ni tsuite ~~fl~~c~~;~~)J~Fl~:~t)~ 

~:q)~:ft~-.-Ov•~C', in Chu~goku kodai-shi kenkyi~ dai 2 ~'~il~f~~~WT)~pL~i~:~ (Tokyo, 1965), pp. 300-302. 
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(chien-erh ~~~~) and levied troops (cha0-Inu ~1~) consisting mainly of k'o-hu.lT Under such 
conditions, Yti-wen Jung did and could legalize the settler households as k'o-hu in 724. 

The first method, which depended upon the neighborhood association of mutual surveil-
lance, was inherited by the central government of Hsffan-tsung in 7-~1, when the local govern-

ments were used to shifting the duty of tax payment of the fugitives on their neighbors.18 
But, on the contrary, in 749, Hsuan-tsung prohibited such substitutional tax payment by 
neighbors of the fugitives, and issued a proclamation exempting the returned fugitives from 
repaying such tax debts,19 In 757, Su-tsung ~~~: rssued another proclamation forbidding the 
collection by local officials of tax debts of refugee families from their neighbors who had 
remained behind.20 It may be said that this method of organizing the neighborhood associa-
tion for the purpose of preventing the people from escaping became the pretext of levying 
taxes excessively from the remaining neighbors of refugee families, and that, as a result, 
enforcement of this method aggravated the tendency of people abandoning their lands, which 
were under the regulation of the land allotment system (chtin-t'ien fa ~~;~EEI~~), and escaping 
from their registered domiciles. 

As for their abandoned lands, Iet us look at the fourth method. The time limit allowed 
for the fugitives to come back and give themselves up to the local governments was one 
hundred days at first, but afterwards, in 736, it was renewed for a year."~1 Since then under 
the T'ang dynasty, we cannot find any record of this kind, but there are some records on 
the time limit of official]y preserving the lands abandoned by refugee families. Why did the 
T'ang government strive for preserving the abandoned farm lands for a certain period for 
the sake of refugees ? It was because the government wanted to make runaway households 
repatriated and rehabilitated in their native domiciles, by waiting for them at first in 736 for 

a year,22 next in 764 for two years,23 and at last in the reign of Wu-tsung ~~~~~: and I-tsung 
~~~~:~e'~~ for five years.24 This increase in the term of preserving the abandoned lands means, I 

think, that the runaway families were in no hurry to come back and that the government 
waited for them in vain. Therefore, since the reign of Su-tsung and Tai-tsung f~~~~, succes-
sive central governments started on the plan of renting out such abandoned farm lands and 
houses and, at last, of granting them to other families including settler households, re-re-
gistered as k'o-hu, after term of preservation was over.25 Thus, the fourth method started 
as a means to allowing the refugee families making a census return, but the fugitives made 
no response, because it was lacking in any incentive. Then, it was changed into a means 
of fostering the settler households, who had escaped from otller places, as the successive 
cultivators and owners of the vacant farm lands abandoned by native runaway families. I 
will refer to this problem again in the following chapter. 

17 See Shigekuni Hamaguchi r~~ rl~:~l, 'Fuhei-sei yori shin-hei-sei e 'ff~;~~11 ~ ~~f~;~1~', Shl~aku zas-
shi, Vol. 41, Nos. Il & 12, 1930. 

18 Ch'ilan T'ang re'en, 22, 'K'o'chin chu-chou t'ao-te'ang chih ~=4~~~!~,'1'1i~~l~:~~11'. 

19 'ang huilyao, 85, T'ao-hu. 
ao lbid. 

21 Tzu-ch,h t'ung-chien jj~~~~~~~~~, 214. 
22 Ibid. 
2* 'ang hui-yao, 85, T'ao-hu, 7b'efu ytian-kuei ~}~~~~~~, 495, pang'chi pu t'ien-chih ~i3~'~-"+~~FFI~1j. 
24 'ang hui-yao, 85. T'ao-hu, T*"efu yiian-kuei, 495. See the edicts of Wu-tsung Hui-ch'ang ~~~r 

2 and I-tsung Hsien-t'ung ~:;~I Il. ' 25 Ivi. Nakagawa, 'Todai no kyakko ni yoru tokiden no hoyO'. 
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This change ran parallel with the switch-over from the second method to the third in 
enforcing the re-registration policy by Yu-wen Jung. Accordirig to the third method called 
ch'ila'l-heng of Li Chiao's proposal, as stated above, the rich refugees were to be sent back 
to their home addresses, and only the poor refugees were to be permitted to settle at tlleir 
temporary residence. But we cannot think the third method was beyond the blueprint stage, 
because the 2835th of the manuscripts discovered from Tun-huan ~C~~: by the Otani j~~: ex-
pedition says that in March of 703, when I.i Chiao was prime minister eight years after his 
proposal, the censor for arresting the refugees (k'uo-t'ao yil-shih ~~~:~~il~~) or the provincial 

inspecting commissioner in charge of arresting the refugees (k'uo-t'ao ts'aifang shih tf~~:~~<5i~ 

~~~~) was despatched to the provinces around Tun-huan to arrest and s. end the refugees back 
to their original domiciles, without distinction between rich and poor.26 On the basis of this 

manuscript, Mr. T'ang Chang-ju ~i~~:1{i~ concluded that Li Chiao's proposal ~vas fully put in 
practice,27 but, in my opinion, the fact that the refugees were sent back without distinction 
between rich and poor and were exempted from two years' taxes means not only the practice 
of the second method called ~n-t~ ~~1*.~~;, but also the rejection of the third ch'ilan-he,1g metllod. 

It was afterwards in the reign of Hstian-tsung that the ch'iian-heng method was put in practice. 

In January of 736, an edict was issued ordering that the refugees having old properties (chiu-
ch'an ~:~i~) were to be sent back to their native domiciles (p~n-kuan ~~~~:), while that the 
refugees having nothing were to await special instructions.23 Needless to say, this method 
was adopted at first by Yti-wen Jung in January of 721, when the edict prohibiting all people 
from escapin*" provided that the refugees, who gave themselves up within one hundred days 
and would like to stay at their temporary residence, were to be registered and levied taxes 
there, then that the local government of their native domicile was to stop levying taxes from 
them.29 Strictly speaking, a difiicult problem remains unresolved. That is to say, it seems 
sure that the local government of the native domicile of the refugees stopped levying taxes 
from them by receiving the official report that they were re-registered in the other province 
of their temporary residence, but there is a lack of definite information as to whether the 
name of the fugitive household was then eliminated from the original family register of its 
native domicile, or remained only as the registered household taxable but exempt from regular 
taxation. In other words, the provision to stop levying taxes from them is possible to be 
interpreted variously, at least in two ways: in a way of thought, it means to stop levying 
taxes by striking off the name of the fugitive household from the old family register in its 
domicile, but in other way, it may be said that to stop levying taxes does not always means 
the removal of the family name from the old register. 

In order to answer this question, we must inquire into the principles and practices of 
taxation on k'o-hu. 

26 See Kenkichi Nait~ ~9ii~~~~~~, 'Saiiki hakken Todai kan-bunsho no kenkyo ~i~~~~~~~{~f~~~ ~C'J~~~*~q)~fj2~FL , 

in Tonk6 Turufan shakai-keiiai shiry~ ~~~~:E~:~h~:~i~~{~~~f~~~~ (Monumcnta Seri'idica), Vol. 2, 1960. 
2T See T'ang Chang-ju, Ioc. cit. 
28 Tzu-chih t'ung-chien, 214. 
29 M. Nakagawa, 'Seidoteki-kyakko no sozei-futan'. 
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III. The Principles aud Practices of Taxation on K'o-hu 

There have been two types of view on the taxation on k'o-hu as follows: 
1) K'o-hu was lack of property and was never levied taxes under the regulation of both tsu-
yung-tiao fa and liang-shui fa. so 

2) Under the tsulyung-tiao fa, k'o-hu was to pay only a special 'light tax' (ch'ing-shui ~~~~;). 

The second type of view includes four sub-types of opinion divided by the difference of 
interpretation on the two kinds of historical records as follows: the first record says that the 
refugees who voluntarily gave themselves up (kuei-shou ~~~) were to be offered five years free 
of all taxes on the payment of 1500 cash per person, while the second record says that the 
newly registered (hsin-fu ~?~~) k'o-hu were to be given exemption from taxes for six years 
and instead would have to pay only a special 'light tax'.31 

Then, the interpretations differ as follows: 

1) The '1ight tax' means the payment of 1500 cash per person.32 
2) The 'light tax' does not mean such a fee of 1500 cash per person as too heavy in regard 
with the price level of the time, and, therefore, the first record is believed to have been 
f abricated.33 

3) The 'light tax' means a fee of 1500 cash in return for the exernption from tsulyung-tiao 
taxes for five or six years.34 

4) The '1ight tax' means a fee of 1500 cash per annum in return for the exemption not only 
from tsu-yung-tiao taxes, but from extraordinary levies and employment in corv~e work for 
five or six years.35 

All these interpretations have been made on the assumption that so-called '1ight tax' was 
levied at a flat rate such as 1500 cash per person all over the country. However, an edict 
of 79_4, appointing Yti-wen Jung as commissioner for encouraging agriculture (ch'iian-nung 
shih ~!J~~d~:), reads as follows: 

The runaway squatters are to be allowed to give themselves up. If they strive for 
cultivating waste lands anywhere they squat, they are to be levied taxes according to the 
local customs (tu I ~J~L~) free from co'~vbe labors of the local government, and exempted 
from the basic tsulyung taxes. Yu-wen Jung, under-secretary of the department of the 

30 See Kaisaburo Hino R ~P~~~~~, 'Yo En no ryezei'ho jisshi to doko kyakko ~~~~~c~~I~~~i~~~:~~L~~~ 
'~~~:~ft=', in Takikawa Hakase kanreki kinen ronbunsha ~~)[It~~~~~:,;~l_~i~3~~:~~i~~:~1~, 1, 1957, 'TC;-dai ry~;zei-h~5 

ka ni okeru taish~ shisan to fuzel no keiretsu ~~fl~~~i~i~!~1~~tc~~~f~~~~~ij~~i~~~~~~~~)~i~~IJ', Toy~ gakuh~, 
Vol. 41, No. 1, 1959, 'Yo En no ry~zei-ho no kenkyo gensoku to senso-senn5 gensoku ~~~~;~)~~i~i~~~ 
3~i~:f~:.HUi~~~~f~~~~~J~~RU', Shien ~~:~:}~, 84, 1961, 'Ry~zei-hi5 no kihon-teki yon-gensoku ~~1~i~~q)~~~f~~l2~1J~~ 

~.[1', Hosei-shi kenkyi~ i~-~~IJ~i~~~~, Il, 1961. 

31 The fir~t record is Chiu T'ang-shu, 48, Shih-huo chih ~:~~:~~, and the second records are Chiu 
T'a'lg-shu, 105, Yu-wen Jung ch'uan f~~~II~;, and T'ung-tien i~:~~;, 7. Li-tai sheng-shuai hu-k'ou ~i~fl~ 

32 F. Okazaki, Ioc, cii. 
33 S, Suzuki, Ioc, cit. 

34 See E.G. Pulleyblank, The Background of the Rebellion of An Lu-shan, Oxford U.P., 1955, Chap. 
III, pp. 30-31, and n. 34, p. 125. 

35 See D.C. Twitchett, Financial jldmi,1istrution unde',' the T'ang Dynasty. Cambridge U.P.. 1963, 
Chap. I, p. 14 and n. 131, p. 22-2. 
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military affairs (ping-pu yiian-wai-lang ~:~~~:frf~~) and member of the censorate (shih-yii-

shih f~~~115~), should hold an additional post of commissioner for encouraging agriculture 
(chtian-nung-shih shih ~!J~~;~:~~ or chiian-nung shih ~~1~;~~~) with empire-wide authority in 

charge of population settlement. The commissioner for encouraging agriculture and his 
executive officers must talk with the local officials and native families over the special 
taxation on the squatters.36 

Thus, we know that the tax amount on the squatters was decided by the commissioner and 
his executive officers in consultation with the officials of the local authorities and the native 

families according to local customs, or that it was not levied at an empire-wide flat rate. 
The reason why this new method was called '1ight tax' is that, I think, the compulsion of 
levying tax by the state power was lightened by the intervention of the native families that 
have the driving force of the local customs. Conversely speaking, the state power had to 
depend upon the social power of the native influential families, especially in the matter of the 

squatters that had broken away from the state control. But the state did not transfer the 
all-mighty power to such native families, and the re-registered squatters-k'o-hu-had to pay 
the tax independently. Thus the state rulers intended to rehabilitate the re-registered k'o-hu 
as independent farmers, not tenant farmers, ~vith the assistance of native families. 

As stated in the foregoing chapter, after tlle middle of T'ang, the successive governments 
of this dynasty carried out the policy of renting out or granting the abandoned farm lands, 
mulberry fields and houses with homesteads belonging to the runaway squatters to other 
families including k'o-hu. One of the typical examples is such as follows: in 848, the local 
officials and such native influential persons as called old people of the village (hsian~ts'un 
lao-je'n ~~;~~~~)~) and the neighbors of the runaways were (1) prohibited from disposition of 
the farm lands, mulberry fields and trees, houses and homesteads belonging to and aban-
doned by the runaways, (2) ordered to make neighbors or people possessing no land 
tenant the abandoned lands, fields and houses, and (3) allowed to make such temporary 
tenant farmers possess them, if the runaways did not come back within five years.37 We 
can find two phases of managing the abandoned lands; temporary tenancy and successive 
possession by landless farmers, including k'o-hu, and neighbors. In the phase of temporary 
tenancy, the lands and houses of the runaways were given in the custody of landless farmers 
or neighbors, and their fami]y names on the census register were preserved. But in the 
phase of successive possession, it may be said that the local authorities struck off their names 
from the old registers, if they had received notice of re-registration of the runaways as k'o-hu 
in the other localities. 

Viewed from the k'o-hu side, in the former phase, the landless k'o-hu farmers became 
tenant farmers of the abandoned lands under the control of the local authorities of the state, 

but in the latter phase, they became independent by possessing the abandoned lands by the 
guarantee of the local officials, native influential persons and neighbors, in other words, by 

a tripartite guarantee. In order to become independent landholding peasants, they had to 
obtain officially the certificate called kunglyen /,~;~~~: which was granted through the medium 
of the tripartite guarantee.38 Becoming independent, they had to bear the liang-shui tax since 

36 T'a'lg ta chao-ling chi ~f~~.~~7~~~~i~, 111, Ch~ng-shih ~~C~:, 'Chih chuan-nung shih an-fu hu-k'ou chao 
~i~~~)~~~~~~i~~is~~~-~77~', and Ch'i~an T'ang wen, 29, Hstian-tsung, 'Chih chtian-nung shih chao'. 

3T M. Nakagawa, 'T~;-dai no kyakko ni yoru ti~kiden no hoyQ'. 
38 Ibid. 
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780. Before the establishrnent of the lian~shui fa system, k'o-hu could not be ir.dependent 
enough to bear the taxes as much as t'u-hu because landholding by k'o-hu lvas restricted and 
the policy of temporary tenancy prevailed, under the regulation of tsulyung-tiao fa system in 
the process of breaking down. 

Now, Iet us see briefly and chronologically the changing process of the tax amount im-
posed on k'o-hu."9 

721 Tsu and tiao taxes were imposed on k'o-hu re-registered in spring. 
7-93 K'o-hu were exempted from tsu-yung-tiao taxes and corv~e labor for six years after 

re-registration, but lightly taxed. 

7-~4 K'o-hu were allowed to bring devastated lands into cultivation, bearing light tax 
according to the local customs. 

725 K'o-hu paid monetary tax (shui-ch'ien ~t~~), which was to be earmarked for the 

operation fund of price-regulating granaries (ch'ang-p'ing-ts'ang ~~~f~~~•._,* ). 
733 The selective imposition (ch'ai-k'o ~z~:~~~-_~=4) was levied from k'o-hu. 

762 The amount of selective imposition on k'o-hu, who had bought lands sold under 
foreclosure and independently succeeded in cultivating them for more than a year, 
\vas assessed 1lalf of that on t'u-hu. 

764 K'o-hu were treated as the common people (pien-hu ~~iFJ=) in common w~ith t'u-hu 
and levied the selective imposition according to grades of household (hu-teng ~i~~) 
based on property assessment. 

796 Both k'o-hu and t'u-hu were imposed the same amount of the household monetary 
levy (hu-shui ~i~t) in the same grade of household. But there were few rich k'o-hu 
of higher grade, so almost all k'o-hu belonged to eighth or ninth grade. The eighth 
paid 700 cashes, while the ninth 500. 

780 The liang-shui fa system was established. 
In this transitional period from tsuiyung-tiao fa to liang-shuifa, as restricted in landhold-

ing, k'o-hu could not but take various forms of exlstence seeking for living, groan:ng under 
heavy load of taxation. 

(TO be continued.) 

39 M. Nakagawa, 'Seidoteki-kyakko no sozei f utan ' . 




